Printing Specifications

Texas Master Gardener Handbook

**Description:** Case-bound book with concealed gray Wire-O binding and 1.75-inch (approx.) spine. Sheet laminate cover; 424 pp. + cover + end sheet

**Quantity:** Please bid for each quantity: 1,000, 1,500 and 2,000 copies

**Finished size:** Cover: 9.5 x 11.75; Text: 8.5 x 11”

**Paper:** Cover: 80# Fortune gloss text or equivalent. End sheet: Carolina 18 pt CIS. film laminated with 1/2 mil. Text: 80# Fortune gloss text or equivalent

**Ink:** Cover: 4-color, prints one side. End sheet: Prints solid PMS #295 CP, one side only; varnish or aqueous coat end sheet if necessary to prevent ink ruboff. Text: 4-color

**Bleeds:** All sides

**Prepress:** Customer-furnished file

**Mechanicals:** MAC InDesign CC 2019

**Scans:** All images are placed.

**Proofing:** Cover and text: Match print. End sheet: color proof Electronic proof must be submitted for approval prior to proceeding with the printing of the entire project.

**Bindery:** Box and label on the side of the box (not the top) as to publication number, publication title, and quantity; boxes weighing no more than 30 lb. each.

**Shipping:** *Shrink wrap individual books.* No overs or unders. Publications must be shipped postage prepaid to Bryan, TX, and the freight charge included in the bid.

**Special instructions:** Printing negatives become the property of the agency and must be returned, along with all materials supplied by the agency, before payment will be approved.

**Delivery:** Quote to include delivery days after receipt of purchase order.